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NEW QUESTION: 1
A company implements Dynamics 365 for
You need to determine which tasks are
the mobile app.
For each of the following statements,
available. Otherwise, select No.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth
Answer:
Explanation:

Finance and Operations.
available by default in
select Yes if the task is
one point.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Jonathan plans to integrate external XML data using IBM digital
data connector (DDC).
Which of these must he use to map the external XML data
structure to the data attributes used by
IBM Web Content Manager Design components?
A. a list rendering profile
B. a bean list
C. an XML DDC plug-in
D. a list rendering context
Answer: A
Explanation:
A list-rendering profile defines the set of attributes
available in the beans that are contained in bean lists that a
DDC plug-in generates. Furthermore, the generic XML DDC plug-in
supports listrendering profiles to define the mapping between
the XML data structure and the actual attribute values. You
define this mapping by associating the attribute definitions in
the profile with individual XPath expressions.
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